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Abstract 
 

The location of a vehicle is detected when it encounters with an accident by 

getting a message from the device placed inside the vehicle. Many times, it is 

impossible to detect accidents, as the location of accident remains unknown 

and with the help of this device, the location of vehicle can be obtained. This 

work helps to obtain the location of the spot at which the accident has 

happened and proper first aid can be given immediately. When the accident 

occurs the accelerometer in the device get disturbed it get the location from 

the Global positioning system and sends the message through global service 

for mobile communication. Once this device implemented on all the vehicles 

it will prevent much life loss of the accident victims, when happened in an 

isolated area. This work is fast and energy efficient in terms of time 

consumption. 
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1 Introduction 
   

  Accidents take the major part of killing people like a disaster because 

each year an enormous number of people died in the accident [1-3]. In that 

many people died because of late ambulance reach and late treatment. This 

delay occurs when an accident occurs in an isolated area. Our device will be 

a good solution for this delay, we can reach the authority with the wireless 

devices like GPS and GSM by alerting them within a second of an accident 

will surely help the accident victims because the faster treat them can make 

them alive [4,5]. 

  Every second is valuable for the ambulance. Because for example when 

the handed is chopped from the body in an accident within the sum of the 

amount of time we can able to stitch the hand to the body if that time 

increases will not helpful. 

This device is purely a life-saving device. Humans are developing 

normal transportation in the air but still, there are many deaths occurring 

each day [6-8]. First, we need to stop the deaths occurring in an accident that 

is our ultimate aim. The block and circuit diagrams of this work are 

illustrated in figures 1 and 2. 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Block diagram 
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Fig.2: Circuit diagram 

  In order to give treatment for injured people, first we need to know 

where the accident happened through location tracking and sending a 

message to an authorized mobile number [9]. Figure 3 shows the Arduino 

Uno. 

  Organization of the paper: The following section II discusses about the 

components utilized by this work and the working principle of the work is 

explained in section III. Section IV concludes the paper. 

 

2 Components Involved in the Work 
 

The components involved in the work are listed as follows. 

  1. Arduino Uno 

  2. GSM Module (SIM900A) 

  3. GPS Module (SIM28ML) 

  4. Accelerometer (ADXL335) 

  5. 16x2 LCD 

  6. Power Supply 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: ARDUINO UNO 
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  Most of the industrial standard Arduino board has built in AT-mega 

microcontroller which is acting as CPU of the board. The function of the 

microcontroller is numerous and listed some of the major function for 

reference [10-12]. The sensor output is processed and communicated 

wirelessly. The control signal is necessarily generated by comparing the 

sensed value with standard threshold value. 

  For example during accident the acceleration sensor output exceeds the 

threshold value and this condition generated control signal for alerting others 

other electronic components. There are various working principle and design 

goals for the standard Arduino boards. The working nature and mission of 

the board determines the size dimensions and number of pins associated.  

The open source software is acting as the backbone of any typical/standard 

Arduino boards for developing application specific projects and its real time 

implementation in hostile environment [13,14].The flexibility in the 

hardware as well as software for modifying in accordance to the sensing 

outputs  Arduino IDE (integrated development environment) controls the 

output controller for the desired result/condition.  

  For example, temperature controller to maintain exact temperature ± 

0.1°C is also very easy to design and implement using standard Arduino 

boards. The sensed electrical signal is communicated through wireless using 

the RF communication transceiver block using the original STK500 protocol. 

This protocol uses the bandwidth as well as spectrum in an efficient manner 

with build in error checking and rectifying mechanism. Figure 4 shows the 

GPS kit and figure 5 illustrates the global system for mobile communication. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4: Global Positioning System 
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  GPS stands for Global Positioning System and with the help of GPS 

module accurate and precise location of the accident site can be spotted. In 

terms of the Latitude and Longitude parameters assisted by the exact UTC 

time (Universal Time Coordinated) GPS module is used to track the location 

of accident occurred in our project [15, 16].This device processes the 

coordinates from the satellite for every second and thus updated information 

are also aired for the necessary and immediate help for the persons met with 

severe accident. 

  This module comes in miniatured ultra-small size and is reliable without 

wire connect module. The SIM900Autilizes the e Double-band GSM/GPRS 

solution fabricated using the Surface Mount Technology method which can 

be embedded in the userspecific applications. This also represents the   

industry-standard interface for processing sensed signal and transmission. 

Typical SIM900A delivers GSM/GPRS 900/1800MHz range band for 

communication purpose. This spectrum range is used for the transmission 

and reception of the various information signal and sensed output from the 

sensor module. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5: Global system for mobile communication 

 

  The typical information signal may be in the form of an audio message, 

text message, Data, and Fax. The sensed output can be from the respective 

measuring pressure, temperature and humidity sensors. With a small 

configuration of 24mm*24mm*3mm in size, SIM900A will be fit exactly in 

all the stringent space requirements in the user specific application, 

especially for thin and compact demand of design. Figure 6 shows the 

accelerometer. 
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Fig.6: Accelerometer 

  An accelerometer is a sensor-based device that evaluates the vibration, or 

acceleration of the moving object / body. The force developed by the 

vibration or an incremental change in the motion (acceleration) generates 

electrical charges in the piezoelectric material, which is used to detect 

electrical charge that is directly proportional to the force exerted upon the 

acceleration evaluating sensor. The electrical charge developed is further 

converted to the electric pulse voltages using capacitive principle. This 

developed electric potential is used to measure the acceleration 

electronically. The threshold reference voltage is continuously compared 

with the sensed output of the accelerometer for generating necessary control 

and alert signals. 

 

3 Working Principles 
 

  This circuit has been built with Arduino UNO, GPS & GSM and 

accelerometer these four components build which each other connected with 

power supply. When the vehicle get a large vibration are tilted more the or 

less than ninety degrees the accelerometer gets turned on and send the 

message to the Arduino and the Arduino gets the location from the global 

positioning system and send the message "VEHICLE MEET WITH AN 

ACCIDENT" with the longitude and latitude of the vehicle as a text message 

to the mobile phone with the help of  global system of mobile 

communication which is connected with the Arduino this is the simple 

working of our project GPS used to get the location (latitude and longitude) 

all around the earth.  A global positioning system is playing a vital role in 

this project because its tracking device it receives the coordinates every 

second from the satellite with date and time.We have GPGGA previously 

extracted string in Vehicle Tracking System to find the Latitude and 

Longitude Coordinates. This GPGGA is referred to as Global Positioning 

System Fix Data.  
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4 Conclusions 
 

  A tracking system is a developing technology can be used in this project 

for saving the accident victims. Reaching great height in transportation 

having this much death in accidents and leaving it's not development. First, 

the accidents must be prevented and also if an accident occurs, the positive 

things for the victims who are in the accident must be considered. This 

project is just an initiative for transportation errors. The current generation 

engineers should come out with many ideas for transportation errors and 

deaths. This project can save many lives from death, when it is implemented 

on all vehicles. This device will be helpful after the accident occurs. In 

future, a project can be implemented to prevent the accident for making the 

earth accident free. 
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